CUSTOMER STORY:

Sales Deal Desk

BACKGROUND
The customer, using Workato’s sales deal desk, is the number one
collaboration software in the world. With many customers, a high growth
mindset, and a SaaS model, this company had to approve deals and
special pricing often. With countless leads flowing in each day, and sales
booming, they needed a way to log and view sales data with ease. They
needed to be able to approve deals with special pricing easily. Workato
delivered them a way to do this.

I M PAC T

When sales deals are being made, there are often price adjustment
requests. In any given organization, a specific group of managers must
approve all of these requests. Workato’s client wanted to be able to
easily approve or reject without the hassle of constantly logging into
Salesforce or flooding managers’ email inboxes with request
notifications.

“Workato is such an easy tool
to deploy, and then modify, and
expand over time. You can start
out with one kind of recipe and
as other tools become relevant
you can just modify the recipes
to connect further upstream or
downstream.”

SOLUTION
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CHALLENGE

Now sales reps can request certain deal terms in Salesforce from Slack.
Our deal desk bot puts deal terms into the correct Salesforce account
and triggers a price request. The request is pushed to a specific Slack
channel, where a manager clicks “approve” or “reject”. Workato uses its
proprietary technology to ensure that the individual who takes action is
qualified to do so. By automating this work, we take the tedium and
clunkiness out of deal handling, and we enhance the way deals get done.
This sales deal desk workflow takes work collaboration to the next level.
It provides the needed level of security while making collaboration
between people (reps and management) and apps (Slack and Salesforce)
a seamless experience.
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